
Annexes 
 

 
Dear Srs,  
I send here my most important experience in Civil Engineering . 
 
In my Civil Engineer Degree, I had the opportunity of learning all the areas as you can 
see in the study plan attached. 
 
 
After that, I made my Master Degree being oriented by the ex-Vice President of the 
"European Rock Mechanics" Dr. Luís Manuel Ribeiro e Sousa and Dr. Tiago Miranda. I 
send the Abstract above. 
Note: I have studied charcoal mines but the same approach can be done with any other 
underground structures, including tunnels. 
 
 
NUMERICAL MODELATION OF CHARCOAL EXPLORATION CAVERNS WITH ROOM 

AND PILLAR TECHNIC  

 
ABSTRACT 

The exploration of coal, and more specifically the excavations have suffered accidents all 
over the world, those accidents beyond material goods could cause the loss of human 
lives. For this reason structural behavior of necessary excavations, to explorations should 
be study in detail, with room and pillar technique like as was done in this study. 
The stability of coal caverns had lead many studies and have a bigger importance 
because of the high number of accidents. In this way, some studies have been made with 
the intention of knowing better the causes of failures. 
 

 
Those studies had started to focus in specific and located problems that could lead to 
failure, horizontal stress and geological discontinuities included.  
This work was made aiming the study of coal mining excavations behavior.  
That’s the reason why a 2D model analysis was made that pretend to simulate materials 
behavior when the open of caverns starts. In this simulation there were used one 
opening situation and also two and tree openings, that way we include the aperture 
effect in others and also different with of pillars behavior.     
      
The 3D model was made aiming a more specific porpoise including the tridimensional 
effect and mainly the caverns meeting zones. After that a comparison of the two models 
were made. 
 
 
 
 



Work experience in ABB 

 
My experience in ABB allowed me to work in big and different kind of works and projects. 
After 6 months I was chosen to become the stability designer of the company 
In the stability projects, I had to analyse the different structures, normally making a 
moderation in a specified software and after that calculating and dimensioning the 
structures. After that I put the designs in Autocad ready to licensing and to people on the 
field to understand the project and to know how to do the structure. 
I had dimensioned normally concrete and steel structures. 
 
I also have done water supply, wastewater, rainwater and acoustic projects. 
 
In global, in ABB I have worked in projects like: 
- Development/construction of the Oriola Wastewater Treatment Station.     
 - Development /construction of the new Wastewater Treatment Station of the Trajouce 
landfill. 
 - Transmontana and Superior Douro Valley warm earth Wastewater sub-system 
project. 
 - Gondelim and Parada Sewage Subsystem. 
 - Ponte de Sótão and Vila Nova de Ceira Sewage Subsystem. 
 - Dume Elderly home and residence (Braga). 
 - Brufe development (1 to 5 parts). 
 - Development /construction of Inha Sewage wastewater. 
 - Project for the Support Passage above the river (l=25m) for Boavista adductor 
system. 
 - Crane support for the Salvaterra de Magos, Tomar, Gafanha da Nazaré and Braga 
new hospital works. 
 - Feudurbano – Porto’s multi-family building. 
 - Concrete elements for storing quarry inert. 
 - Martim´s Sport Complex. 
 - Maia Services Polo. 
 - Coverage for Braval’s Ecopoint and pavilion. 
 - Design and construction of the Sports Pavilion in Fiães in Santa Maria da Feira 
municipality. 
 - Marreco beach Coastal Rehabilitation and car parking.    
 - Vila do Conde Municipal Workshops and General Warehouses. 
 - Quinta da Granja’s Lot 25 aimed to services, trade and garage in Barcelos. 
 - Roundabout theoretical study. 
 - RITO´s factory in Braga. 
 - ABB’s New Facilities in Barcelos. 
 
I have been working since March 2010 in an engineering and architecture design 
company VerticeseArestas (www.VerticeseArestas.com). In that company I project all 
engineering projects for buildings. I do all the civil engineer projects normally for Houses 
(stability, water supply, wastewater, rainwater and acoustic). 
 
 
 
Besides working in VerticeseArestas, I also give some classes for the Portuguese Job 
Center for adult people. 
 


